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Abstract

This manual describes the EPICS control system for the SY403 and
SY4527 CAEN HV mainframes. The information here is needed if crates
are added or removed from the system or if the types of cards in the main-
frames are changed.

1 Related Howtos

The following Hall-C Howto documents may be helpful.
User Level Documents-

Operation of the Caen High Voltage System [1]

2 CAEN HV EPICS Description
The Hall C detector high voltage system consists of a mix of legacy CAEN SY403
[2] mainframes, each holding up to 64 HV channels, and newer CAEN SY4527LC
[3] mainframes, holding up to 192 HV channels each. During operations with just
the base equipment, 5 SY403 mainframes supply the HMS and 2 SY4527 and 2
SY403 mainframes supply the SHMS detectors.

The EPICS signal names for both types of crates are of the form:
Prefix:SS:CCC:Name
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where Prefix is a string naming the crate, SS is the slot number of a HV card
within the crate, CCC is a channel number within a HV card and Name designates
an attribute of that channel. This format is dictated by the EPICS system for the
SY4527 mainframes which include a builtin EPICS server with a fixed format for
EPICS signal names. By convention, we set Prefix to “hchv” followed by a one or
two digit number for the crate number. Common values of Name are “V0SET”,
“VMon” or “IMon”.

2.1 SY403 EPICS
The EPICS control system for the CAEN SY403 mainframes was developed in-
house. The EPICS servers run on VME based CPUs. These CPUs communicate
with the mainframes over the CAEN proprietary protocol CAENnet through V288
CAENNET VME Controller cards.

2.1.1 Modifying SY403 EPICS configuration

Reconfiguring the EPICS drivers for the SY403 mainframes is only infrequently
required. No reconfiguration is needed if channel to detector assignments are
changed with cabling. Such reconfigurations only require reconfiguration of the
HV GUIs as described in the CAEN HV operation Howto [1]. Reconfiguration
the EPICS drives is required if mainframes are added or removed, or if cards in
slots are added or removed, or changed to a different type.

The “application” directory for the SY403 EPICS controls is located in $EPICSLL/
apps/CaenHVApp. The src subdirectory contains the driver software that com-
municates with SY403 mainframes and makes those systems available to EPICS.
The Db directory contains the files that configure the driver software to make each
channel of the HV hardware available to EPICS. It is files in this directory that are
most likely to be modified when the SY403 hardware configuration (Number of
mainframes in use and types of cards installed in those mainframes.)

Modifying template and substitution files In Db, the AS*_Chan.template
files are templates that describe the EPICS records that are created for each HV
channel. The files of the form CaenHV_crate*.substitutions refer to these
templates, providing the values of the “variables” in the templates so that every
channel in a mainframe gets defined.

substibution files should be pretty self explanatory. Make sure that slot number
is a two digit number (00, 01, 02, or 03). If changing the type of card in a crate,
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change the file line to use the proper template for that card type.

Modifying IOC bootscripts If adding a new mainframe, copy substitution file
to a new name and replace the definition of H, the crate number, for each channel
defining line in the file. Then add the name of the substition file to Makefile.
Then type make in the $EPICSLL/apps/ directory.

Modifying bootscripts $EPICSLL/apps/iocBoot iocvmec7 and iocvmec8
st.cmd

2.2 SY4527 EPICS
The CAEN SY4527 mainframe firmware includes an EPICS server when using
firmware versions 1.3.0 or later. The Hall C SY4527 systems are operated with
EPICS enabled. The two SY4527 mainframes currently in use have been assigned
the crate numbers 13 and 14, and thus use “hchv13” and “hchv14” for the Prefix.
(Crate 13 is located in the electronics room in the Hall C counting house while
crate 14 is located in the electronics room on the second floor above the Hall C
counting house.)

The Prefix is the only configurable aspect of the built-in SY4527 EPICS
server. This prefix is set using the web interface of the mainframes (admin ac-
count on http://hccaen13.jlab.org/ or http://hccaen14.jlab.org/) and
going to the “Epics” under the “Settings Menu”.

2.3 SY4527 helper EPICS server
The basic functionity of the SY4527 is very similar the the SY403 mainframes.
Because of this, it was possible to configure the EPICS system for the SY403
mainframes to have almost the same signal name structure as the builtin SY4527
EPICS. One difference is that the SY4527 EPICS provides signal names that func-
tion as both output variables (for setting parameters) and input variables (for read-
ing back set values). In standard EPICS this is not supported, e.g. in the SY403
driver, one EPICS signal name is used to set a parameter such as the voltage set
point, while a different variable is used to read back that set point.

In order to “hide” this difference, so that EPICS GUIs can be created without
hardware type dependencies, a “helper” server is run for each SY4527 mainframe.
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This server duplicates a number of signal names so that control GUIs can use the
same set of parameter names for both types of HV mainframes.

$EPICSLL/apps/Alias4527App
Server runs on cdaql1. Gets autostarted by?? Autostart configured in XXX.
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